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LAST ONE STANDING
(Neil Finn)

NOTES: High guitar part is not tabbed here ... only the low guitar part is 
represented by these chords.

VERSE 1:

D2*     D                C2*
Hand me down my favorite coat

D2  D                                 C2
show what you re made of, surprise us both

D2              D      C2
fly in the night, slow down town

D2        D              C2
brake too fast, bring us round, bring us round

G                        D7*
And our finest days have come

G                      D7
summer nights go on so long

G                          A
so high I might as well be gone

CHORUS 1:
                G       A
And you are magnificent

                      G          A
I can see you with my eyes closed

                            D2   D    C2
you re the last one standing



VERSE 2:
D2       D             C2 
Lean and hungry with a fire in your eyes

D2        D                 C2
I ll play catch-up, you can show me where it s at

D2     D        G                            D7
I ll go along with anything that you want to do

G                   D7
everyday I m making ground

G                            A
so high I might as well be gone

CHORUS 2:

               G       A
And you are magnificent

                      G          A
I can see you with my eyes closed

                         G        A
when you come walking into my house

                            D2
I ll be the last one standing

VERSE 3:

If you want you can get there
night vision and i find your white doves
landing in your treasure towers
and I promise that I won t look back
everyday I m making ground
so high I might as well be gone

CHORUS 3:
And you are magnificent
and I can see you with my eyes closed
when you re walking into my house
I ll be the last one standing
and you are magnificent
I can see you with my eyes closed
when you re walking into my house
I ll be the last one standing



* UNUSUAL CHORDS

D2   XX0230
C2   X30030
D7   X54530
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